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Abstract 

Recent trends of manufacturing processes, like Industry 4.0 (I4.0), strive to replace existing manual systems with fully self-
controlled, reconfigurable processes to improve the overall production system. This paper develops a strategy to track closely 
the production, reduce the manual control and efficiently monitor the bottling process of a small beverage plant by 
implementing I40 basic concepts such as decentralization and real-time data analyses. A Siemens S7-1200 PLC 
communicating via Ethernet TCP/IP with a ZENON SCADA Human Machine Interface (HMI) was used to simulate the 
operations of a bottling process. The proposed strategy, developed by modeling bottling production as a time function, allows 
supervisors to be free from manuallyconfiguring bottling process parameters and monitor production steps directly on the 
SCADA with relevant information.This optimizes production time by reducing users’ interferences with the overall process. At 
the end of the paper, the experimental results were graphically plotted to illustrate the benefits of the proposed strategy. 

Keywords:bottling process; Industry 4.0;  production tracking; PLC; SCADA; auto parameters configuration. 

1. Introduction 

The main idea behind “automation” implies the control of industrial processes and machines with very little 
intervention of human operators. Companies in the industrial sector are therefore required to adopt flexible, cost 
effective and efficient processes to be competitive. Innovative industrial control and automation systems are more 
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than ever needed within the process and manufacturing industries to boost their operations in terms of speed, 
reliability and product output [1]. Industry 4.0, the current trend of automation, has been developed to answer 
these challenges by offering various advantages like interoperability, virtualization, decentralization, real-time 
data acquisition etc. Although many people in the industrial sector seem very interested by the concept of Industry 
4.0, there is not only a single way to describe or define it. It can be seen as a way to combine complex machineries 
and devices with sensors and software connected together in a network, utilized to control, predict and  organize 
better outcome for business processes [2], or “an innovative level of organizing logistics and management 
throughout product lifecycle” [3]. An efficient way to expand automation in Industry 4.0 is to make use of a self-
running Cyber Physical Systems (CPS) interacting with the environment in which production takes place. The 
interaction is done via actuators, sensors and microcontrollers [4]. The aim of this paper is to design, through a 
logical program in a S7-1200 Siemens PLC controller, an AUTOMATIC and independent experimental bottling 
process that reconfigures machines parameters, interprets production output and strives to meet daily target. Some 
intelligent strategies, functions are used in the program to carefully monitor hourly, daily and monthly the 
production without any manual control. The paper is composed of four sections. The first section is an 
introductory part on the overall topic. The second section is the presentation of a brief review on automated 
bottling process and its major components. The third section explains the theoretical modeling of our proposed 
automation strategy, the structure, the control system design of our experimental bottling process and the results 
obtained; the fourth section is a conclusion of the work done.  

2. Automated bottling process: A brief review 

The bottling process is one of the most frequently used processes in the beverage industry. It usually consists of 
filling and capping bottles intended to store beverages: milk, water, soft drinks etc. The bottling process is made 
of four basic stages:  
• The Feeding stage: receives and aligns on the conveyor belt all the cleaned bottles ready to be filled 
• The Filling stage: dispenses the intended liquid into the bottles 
• The Capping stage: places and tightens caps on each filled bottles 
• Packaging stage: Wraps the capped bottles into groups of ß, 2ß etc. bottles ready to be consumed; ß is 
the number of bottles successfully filled and capped. 
Over the years, researchers have proposed different ways to make efficient the bottling process by reducing 
manual control and moving toward automated system. [5] proposed the design of an automatic bottling system 
where multiple bottles are filled simultaneously in opposition to time consuming traditional methods using one 
bottle at a time. [6] introduced a design for a bottling process that allows speed changes of the conveyor system 
through a variable frequency drive. The automation concept is advantageous for small scale industries which are 
in direct interaction with consumers in a daily basis [7]. [8] designed an automated PLC based control for bottle 
filling machine using a PID controller to minimize error and non-precision in the system. [9] developed an 
algorithm to inspect visually bottles running on the conveyor and check for state of cap closure as well as the level 
of beverage filling within the bottles. Recently [10] introduced another interesting concept to the automation of 
bottling process: decentralization of the system using Wireless Access point (WAP) for flexible control and 
monitoring of the system from distant location.  The next section presents the theoretical modelling, of our 
proposed automation strategy, based on production output as a time function 

3. Industry 4.0 approach to develop production output as a time function: Theoretical modeling 

As per [14] decentralization and real-time functions are some of the important design principles of Industry 4.0.  
Decentralization implies that a system is able to make its own decision without necessarily depending on the 
human factor. The minimum number of machines needed in a production or manufacturing system is given in 
[11]. From [11], we deduct a formula to get the daily production Q: 

                      Q = 𝑁𝑁×𝐴𝐴×∆
𝑡𝑡                                                                                  (1) 
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Our work will focus on efficiently increasing the system working hours in order to meet the daily target, avoiding 
wastage of resources: time, money and energy.  

                        TE=Q ,Q = production target bottles/day; ET = Entered Target: bottles/day;      (2)                                                                         
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QH T = , =TH Hourly Target;   m= Number of Normal Working Hours.          (3) 
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The total count of daily bottles is live in the PLC through sensor feedback but can theoretically be calculated by 
the formula below: 
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The condition for overtime run to meet daily target can be computed as follows: 
 

                 ( ) OPEEORS TT −= .ORS=Overtime Run Start; OP=Overtime Percentage        (6) 
                  If ( ) ORSCC f  ,   Overtime Run Starts with correct parameters                                  (7) 
The after-hours hourly bottles count expression is similar to the Equation (4): 
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If Q)10( Overtime at Full Speed Run stops, parameters automatically back to normal conditions. 
The theoretical model above shows the relationship that exists between the daily machine working hours and the 
daily production at specific time of the day.  

3.1. Experimental architecture 

The main two components in this study are: The S7-1200 Siemens PLC and the ZENON. These two entities are 
linked via the TCP/IP communication protocol.  Figure 1 displays the overall architecture of the system. 

3.2. Experimental bottling process review 

The daily target is entered at the beginning of the day (the first shift) and all parameters are automatically 
generated by our PLC code. Figure 2 is the flow chart of the overall bottling process. Some internal functions of 
the S7-1200 PLC like the time of day interrupts will be used in our solution. In programming, an interrupt can be 
defined as a flag received by a controller coming from a hardware device or software code. Upon receiving the 
flag, the controller will stop its normal routine to start attending to the interrupt [11]. 
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Figure 1: Main components in experimental bottling 
 

3.3.  Experimental results 

Our paper doesn’t focus in building any type of hardware for the automation of a bottling process but rather in 
computing intelligent strategies in the PLC to: reduce human intervention through auto-parameter configuration 
and to automatically get the production closer to the daily target despite faults and errors. System faults and 
errors are not controlled and can hardly be predicted. For us to be as close as possible to reality when testing our 
strategies, we collected data corresponding to bottles hourly count from a random number generator function. 
This random number generator function is programmed in the PLC based on linear shift register feedback and 
modulo operations. At each hour of day from t0, those random numbers are being saved into a data base and 
exported in the S7-1200 data logging function. The data logging saves each data into a file in a csv (comma 
separated variable) format accessible through the PLC webpage using its IP address: 192.168.0.1. We generated 
data logs for the targeted bottles count, the actual bottles count during normal working hours, the bottles count 
during overtime and at the end, a compilation of all these values to demonstrate the merit of our strategy. A 
SCADA system was also designed to show operators machine statuses and to receive the daily target.  
 
We can clearly observe from Figure 3, the difference existing between the daily target and the actual count of 
bottles at the end of the normal working hours. This difference can be caused by any unforeseen event, faults, 
errors, incompetent operators, bottles stolen etc. Towards the end of the shift, as part of our strategy, Equations 
(7) and (8) will run in the PLC program. The decision for overtime run is done instantaneously and 
automatically. All the bottles count computed for the day: targeted count, actual bottle count during normal 
working hours, bottles count during overtime and total daily production count are graphically represented on 
Figure 3 after implementing our strategy. 
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Figure 2: Experimental bottling process overall flow chart 

 

Figure 3: All bottles count computed for the day 

4. Conclusion 

This research presented a strategy to generate automatically parameters in a bottling process based on some basic 
Industry 4.0 features: decentralization and data analyzes from a real-time platform. The developed strategy get 
the production as close as possible to the daily target by configuring the daily production as a function of time 
and applying programming conditions to automatically boost the system when target is not reached. The auto-
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parameter configuration strategy was created in a closed network where production results and tracking 
information are only available on a central SCADA system in the plant. For future work, necessary applications 
and protocols could be configured to allow monitoring of plant information from a decentralized server or using 
internet services. 
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Appendix A.  

AP:          Access Point 
CPU:       Central Processing Unit 
CPS:        Cyber Physical System 
CSV:       Comma Separated Variables 
GUI:        Graphical Processing Unit 
HMI:       Human Machine Interface 
CPU:       Central Processing Unit 
GUI:        Graphical User Interface 
I/O:          Inputs/Outputs 
I40:          Industry 4.0 

ISR:          Interrupt Service Routine 
OB:          Organizational Block 
PID:         Proportional, Integral, Derivatives 
PLC:        Programmable Logic Controller 
SCADA:  Supervisory Control And Data 
Acquisition 
TCP/IP:   Transmission Control 
Protocol/Internet Protocol 
WAP:       Wireless Access Point 
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